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Press Release 

 

Sony Introduces First 35mm Full-Frame Handycam®  

 Interchangeable Lens Full HD Camcorder NEX-VG900 
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 24.3 effective megapixel Exmor™ full-frame CMOS sensor 

 Compatible with full-frame A-mount lenses via supplied adaptor (also compatible with growing 

range of E-mount lenses) 

 Full HD 50p／25p／24p progressive movie recording  

 Extensive manual controls and „seesaw‟ zoom lever 

 Quad Capsule Spatial Array Microphone for high-quality stereo and 5.1ch sound 

 High contrast XGA OLED Tru-Finder 

 3.0” XtraFine touch panel LCD 

 

Hong Kong, September 12, 2012 – Sony today announces the launch of the new E-mount 

interchangeable lens Full HD camcorder Handycam®  NEX-VG900, which allows video makers to 

embrace the limitless expressive power of full-frame imaging.  

 

Offering supreme imaging quality and generous creative options, it‟s the first Handycam® with a 35mm 

full frame sensor to fully exploit the artistic potential of interchangeable lenses by Sony and Carl Zeiss.  

 

With a resolution of 24.3 effective megapixels, the Sony-developed full frame Exmor™ CMOS sensor 

inside the NEX-VG900 is around 40 times larger than the equivalent in ordinary consumer camcorders. 

It‟s also more than twice the size of the APS-C sized sensor found in other interchangeable lens 

Handycam®  models. 
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As well as permitting beautiful „bokeh‟ (defocus) effects with the growing range of α lenses, its high 

sensitivity assures extremely clear, low-noise images. The large sensor size assures effortless 

reproduction of the finest tonal gradations, helping the most demanding cinematographer fully realise 

their creative vision. 

 

The sensor also allows the NEX-VG900 to shoot full-frame 24.0 effective megapixel still photos, with all 

the quality users expect from a pro-class DSLR camera. Still images can be shot in RAW format for total 

post-processing freedom. 

 

Beautiful, film-like results can be achieved by shooting video in 25p/24p progressive mode, with Cinema 

Tone Gamma™ and Cinema Tone Colour™ offering precise control over cinematic colour grading 

effects. AVCHD version 2.0 standard 50p recording is additionally supported, maximising the range of 

creative options for movie-makers to explore. Even greater flexibility is provided by a choice of new 

Picture Effect modes, enabling easy creation of artistic „in-camera‟ treatments whether users are shooting 

HD video or stills. 

 

Video shooting is further enhanced by a „seesaw‟ lever that allows smooth, polished zoom control. The 

lever adjusts optical zoom when using compatible E-mount lenses that feature built-in zoom drive. The 

lever controls electronic zoom when using the camcorder with fixed focal lenses for impressive creative 

results. 

 

As an extra refinement, the NEX-VG900 switches automatically from full-frame operation to APS-C 

mode when an E-mount or A-mount DT lens is attached. This allows users to get the most out of their 

collection of DT lenses that are optimised for cameras with a smaller APS-C image sensor. 

 

The camcorder also comes supplied with the LA-EA3 adaptor that lets photographers use full-frame A-

mount DSLR lenses at their designated focal length. 

 

There‟s a generous palette of control options and manual settings to satisfy the demanding video 

enthusiast. Aperture priority, shutter speed priority or manual exposure, are all selectable and white 

balance can be adjusted manually to suit the demands of any scene. Iris, shutter speed, and gain 

adjustments can be easily made via logically-positioned direct access keys. Accurate manual focusing is 

assisted by the camcorder‟s pro-style display peaking function, complemented by a one-touch focus 

magnification button on the top of the grip.  

 

Serious videographers will welcome the detail-packed XGA OLED Tru-Finder that offers high-contrast 

image monitoring with superbly natural colour rendition. Complementing the Tru-Finder, there‟s an 
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adjustable XtraFine touch-panel LCD monitor, with Sony‟s unique technology for high contrast images 

with rich, deep blacks. 

 

High-quality audio is a crucial part of the HD video experience with the NEX-VG900. A unique Quad 

Capsule Spatial Array Microphone features four omnidirectional capsules that can be switched for stereo 

or 5.1ch surround recording. Recording levels are adjustable, with accurate visual confirmation provided 

by an audio level meter on the LCD display. There‟s also a headphone jack for direct monitoring of 

sounds being recorded. 

 

To further enhance the accuracy of audio input during recording, the new Multi Interface Shoe provides 

compatibility with the optional XLR-K1M adaptor kit that includes a high-quality mono shotgun mic 

(ECM-XM1) and pro-standard XLR connections. This enables users to have more meticulous shooting 

with a detailed audio control through this accessory. 

 

Sony 35mm Full-Frame Handycam®  NEX-VG900 with lens adapter LA-EA3 will be available 

in Hong Kong from early-November 2012 at the price of HK$26,990. 

 

Sony Premium Services 

Customers who purchase the latest NEX Handycam®  camcorders are eligible to purchase optional Sony 

Premium Services which bring a host of benefits. These include the extension of the product warranty and 

a 20% discount on Sony Studio services and priority counter service. Additionally customers will get a 

50% discount on value-added services which include: console and lens cleaning (NEX Series), system 

and firmware updates for camera, image retrieval service, and delivery service. Premium Services 

(Handycam®  camcorders) provided: An extension of the local warranty 1-year plan at HK$599 and an 

extension of local warranty 2-year plan at HK$1078. For details of Premium Services, please visit 

http://www.sony.com.hk/premiumservices/ 

 

For customer enquiries, please contact Sony sales and services hotline at (852) 2345-2966.  

 

About Hong Kong Marketing Company 

Hong Kong Marketing Company (HKMC), a division of Sony Corporation of Hong Kong Limited, 

provides sales, marketing and after sales services for Sony‟s consumer electronics products as well as 

broadcast and professional products in Hong Kong and Macau. For more information on Sony‟s products 

and services, please visit its web site on www.sony.com.hk. 

 

About make.believe 

“make.believe” (make dot believe) is a Group-wide brand message that unites Sony‟s communications 

initiatives across electronics, games, movies, music, mobile phones and network services. “make.believe” 

http://www.sony.com.hk/premiumservices/
http://www.sony.com.hk/
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symbolizes the spirit of Sony – the power of creativity, the ability to turn ideas into reality and the belief 

that anything you can imagine, you can make real.  

 

 # # 
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Product specifications of Sony 35mm Full Frame Handycam®  NEX-VG900: 

Model Name  NEX-VG900 

Image Sensor  35mm Full-Frame Exmor™ HD CMOS sensor(35.8 x 23.9mm) 

Gross Pixels  Approx. 24.7 megapixels / Effective Picture Resolution: Approx. 

24.3 megapixels(3:2 Still)/Approx. 20.3 megapixels(16.9 movie) 

Minimum Illumination  8 lux(1/50 Shutter Speed F3.5) 

Focal length Conversion Factor
 
 1.0 x(Full Frame)/1.5 x(APS-C) 

Zoom Control Digital Zoom: Yes(x2.0) / Power Zoom Control/ Zoom Lever/ Zoom 

Speed: Variable/ Fix max32Steps 

Picture Effects (Movie and Still: Posterization, Pop color, Retro Photo, Partial 

Color, High contrast Monochrome, Toy Camera)(Still Only: Soft 

Focus, Miniature) 

Shutter Speed  1/48-1/10000 (movie: 24p),1/50-1/10000 (movie: other) , 30s-1/8000 

(Still) 

White Balance Auto/One push/Outdoor/Indoor/WB Temp 

Recording Media  Memory Stick PRO Duo™ (Mark 2)/ Memory Stick PRO-HG 

Duo™/ Memory Stick XC-HG Duo™/ SD/SDHC/SDXC Memory 

Card(Class 4 or Higher) 

Video Format HD: MPEG4 – AVC/H.264 AVCHD
TM

ver.2.0 format compatible  

STD: MPEG2-PS 

Video Mode(Resolution) HD:1920x1080/50p, 25p, 24p, 50i(FX,FH), 1440x1080/50i (HQ,LP) 

STD:720x576/50i 

Still Image Mode JPEG/JPEG+RAW/RAW 

Still Image Max Effective 24.0 megapixels 

Still Image Size(Photo Mode) Full Frame 

24.0 megapixels 3:2  (6000 x 4000) 

20.3 megapixels 16:9 (6000 x 3376) 

10.3 megapixels 3:2 (3936 x 2624) 

8.7 megapixels 16:9 (3936 x 2216) 

4.6 megapixels 3:2 (2640 x 1760) 

3.9 megapixels 16:9 (2640 x 1488) 
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APS-C size 

10.3 megapixels 3:2 (3936 x 2624) 

8.7 megapixels 16:9 (3936 x 2216) 

4.6 megapixels 3:2 (2640 x 1760) 

3.9 megapixels 16:9 (2640 x 1488) 

2.0 megapixels 3:2 (1728 x 1152) 

1.7 megapixels 16:9 (1728 x 976) 

Audio Recording  Dolby®  Digital 5.1ch, Dolby®  Digital 5.1Creator / Dolby
®  

Digital 

2ch stereo 

LCD Monitor  3.0 Xtra Fine LCD™ 270 degree swivel display/ Touch Panel/ Angle 

Adjustment: Opening Angle:max.90 deg., Turning Angle:max.270 

deg. 

Electronic Viewfinder  Swivel EVF 1.3cm(0.5 type) 2359kdots/ Diopter Adjustment/ Field 

of View: 100% / Color Temp. Adjust: Yes 

Interfaces  - Memory Card Slot (Memory Stick PRO Duo™ and 

SD/SDHC/SDXC   

  compatible) 

-  A/V Remote Terminal: Video/S Video/Audio/Component 

Out/Remote 

- HDMI mini Output 

- mini-AB/USB2.0 Hi-speed (mass-storage/MTP)(Read only) 

- Headphone Jack 

- Microphone Jack 

- Accessory Shoe (Multi Interface Shoe) 

- DC IN 

Dimensions (W x H x D)  Approx. 105mm x 130mm x 223mm(including supplied battery)  

Approx. 105mm x 130mm x 227mm (with LA-EA3)  

Weight  Approx. 825g (Main Unit) /  

Approx. 1030g(NP-FV70(supplied battery) 

 

 


